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OVER BLACK

The sound of horses galloping on a dirt road. Voices

shouting. Gun shots crackle. Horses neigh.

Then two audible sets of thudding footsteps sprinting

through dirt and grass.

EXT. COUNTRY PLAINS, CIRCA 1890 - DAY

Two men run across an open plane with all the speed they can

muster.

GABRIEL, 23, is thin as a rail and shouts as he runs. LUCAS,

43, is a bit chubbier and runs slightly behind Gabriel.

Gabriel wears a dirty linen shirt and slacks, while Lucas is

dressed a bit better with a petticoat and spectacles.

Behind the men there is another volley of gunshots. Bullets

whir past their heads and the two men hurry into a dense

forest.

EXT. DENSE FOREST - DAY

Gabriel and Lucas sit beside a fallen tree for cover. They

both pant relentlessly. Gabriel throws his head over the

hiding spot to see if anyone followed. They speak in a

hushed but intense tone.

LUCAS

Get your head down.

GABRIEL

There’s nobody Lucas. We musta lost

em.

LUCAS

Don’t be a fool.

Gabriel pulls himself back under the tree but is annoyed.

GABRIEL

You think they’ll follow us?

LUCAS

We need to move.

Lucas keeps taking deep breaths. He is quite winded.

Gabriel looks back up over the hiding spot and Lucas doesn’t

notice.
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GABRIEL

What’s the plan?

LUCAS

First we need to get away from the

law.

GABRIEL

Then what?

LUCAS

We were less than a day from the

safe house when they ran us off the

road. That’s three days by foot. We

can find an inn at Sutter Ridge.

GABRIEL

Your sayin we go through this

forest?

LUCAS

The route we were on was due west.

Lucas pulls out a compass.

LUCAS

If we just stay the course the

forest will be a boon.

Gabriel looks around.

GABRIEL

I ain’t so sure. This place gives

me a feelin.

LUCAS

There is no time for superstition.

Now Lucas sits up and looks behind the tree stump. He feels

the inside of his jacket. Then he stands up and feels his

pants pockets, then his legs, searching for something that

is not there.

LUCAS

Wait a minute. The keys. Do you

have them?

GABRIEL

I didn’t grab em you did.

LUCAS

I took them off the horse but I

thought I gave them to you. They
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LUCAS
must have...they must dropped on

the road.

Lucas sits deep in contemplation for a moment. Silence

except the sound of the forest.

Gabriel slowly gives a sly grin then pulls a set of three

large and distinct keys on a ring from his pocket. He

dangles them in front of Lucas.

Lucas greedily snatches the keys and gives a sigh of relief.

After catching his breath he slaps Gabriel across the face

and begins walking down the path.

Gabriel gives him a look filled with resentment then follows

behind.

EXT. FOREST PATH - DUSK

The sun is setting. Gabriel and Lucas trod through the

forest. Lucas stops for a moment and eyes the surroundings.

Gabriel walks a bit ahead of him then stops as well.

LUCAS

We should break for the evening.

GABRIEL

Well I think we should keep goin.

Ain’t too keen on sleepin out here.

LUCAS

What difference does it make?

GABRIEL

I told you something ain’t right.

LUCAS

If you want to continue that’s your

choice. But I intend to make

arrangements while there’s still

light.

Gabriel kicks around some dirt and looks ahead. Lucas looks

around his area for a place to sit.

GABRIEL

If you’re gonna act that way what

choice do I have?

Lucas shrugs.
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GABRIEL

Can we make a fire?

LUCAS

Not tonight. The sheriff’s men will

be looking for us.

Gabriel looks around, displeased about the prospect of

sleeping in the cold dark forest.

GABRIEL

Yeah.

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

Gabriel and Lucas sleep beside each other on the ground in

the forest. It is foggy and moonlit.

As they sleep a beating sound like a distant drum begins.

Very slowly and quietly at first it gradually picks up

subtle intensity.

Gabriel’s eyes open wide. He sits up.

In the distance a light from a lantern or torch shines and a

dark figure walks beside it.

Gabriel sits quietly and looks closer. There is a man

carrying a torch. He seems to be approaching.

Gabriel squints can nearly makes out the figure. He shakes

Lucas and holds his mouth quiet. Lucas opens his eyes.

GABRIEL

Shhh. There’s someone out there.

LUCAS

What.

GABRIEL

I saw a light out there. Look---

Gabriel points over the small recessed ridge that they are

sleeping in. Suddenly the noise stops and the fire is gone.

Gabriel sighs with relief. Lucas lies back down.

LUCAS

You’re just seeing things Gabriel.

Go to sleep.

Lucas shrugs nonchalantly. Gabriel looks back and the figure

is still gone.
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EXT. FOREST PATH - DAY

The forest path is empty. It is freshly lit with the morning

sun.

Gabriel and Lucas trod onto the path from an adjacent area

of the forest.

Lucas glances at his compass. The two men walk and talk down

the path.

GABRIEL

Something was out there last night.

LUCAS

Just your imagination.

GABRIEL

You can’t tell me you didn’t feel

it. That beating, like a drum.

Lucas doesn’t respond.

GABRIEL

And what if it was a person?

Still no response.

GABRIEL

What would you have done?

LUCAS

I cannot say.

GABRIEL

You’d a killed him wouldn’t you.

Lucas does not reply.

GABRIEL

I never killed a person before and

I don’t intend to.

LUCAS

You may find it hard to live up to

that.

GABRIEL

No. Once we get back to the money I

plan to be done.
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LUCAS

Good for you.

GABRIEL

I ain’t seen greed pay.

Lucas smiles. The men continue in silence.

We see them from the perspective of the trees. Like a person

is looking on.

EXT. DENSE FOREST - LATER THAT DAY

They continue through another part of the forest. They are

no longer on any kind of path. The forest seems denser.

GABRIEL

It feels like we’ve been off the

path for hours. You still know

where we’re goin?

LUCAS

West.

Lucas stops for a moment and pulls out his compass.

LUCAS

Have a look.

Lucas hands the compass to Gabriel.

GABRIEL

West.

Gabriel turns and faces the direction they came.

GABRIEL

West.

Gabriel moves ten feet away, spins himself slightly, and

points in another direction.

GABRIEL

Still says west Lucas. Seems to me

your instrument’s broken.

Lucas hurries beside Gabriel and snatches back the compass.

LUCAS

What?

Lucas turns the device over in his hand, but the device

continues to point west.
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LUCAS

I checked it this morning and it

was working. Damn thing.

GABRIEL

This is stupid.

Lucas fiddles with the compass but can’t get it to work.

GABRIEL

Maybe we could fix it.

LUCAS

No... no. We should continue on. It

will not do good to go back the way

we came.

GABRIEL

As I see it you shouldn’t be settin

the course.

Lucas is enraged at himself and Gabriel.

LUCAS

And what do you suggest?

GABRIEL

I say we go back to the path. At

least then we know we’re goin

somewhere and not just wandering.

LUCAS

Don’t be a fool. You said it

yourself we’ve been off the path

for hours.

GABRIEL

It’s gotta be straight back.

As Gabriel points behind him he realizes his folly. In

running around the scene he has changed direction. Both men

seem at a loss.

GABRIEL

I’m not feelin good about this. We

never shoulda come this way.

LUCAS

You want to set the course?

GABRIEL

Come off it Lucas. I don’t know

where we are.
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LUCAS

Then let’s continue the way we’re

going. This is a waste of time.

Gabriel gives a look behind him, unsure. His stomach growls

and he rubs it.

GABRIEL

I told you. We’ll be lucky to get

outta this place.

Lucas sets off through the forest. Gabriel reluctantly

follows.

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

A full moon shines brightly through the trees.

Gabriel and Lucas again lie on the ground asleep.

The dull beating sound from the first night resumes. Lucas

sniffles, still asleep, and the beating gets louder.

Gabriel’s eyes snap open again.

He sits up. In the near distance he sees a fire and what

looks like a campsite. It is unoccupied.

Gabriel looks over to Lucas. Still asleep. Gabriel quietly

stands without alerting him.

EXT. CAMP - NIGHT

Gabriel walks up to the camp. A small fire is surrounded by

some blankets and a pillow. There is also a moderately sized

brown sack.

Gabriel approaches the sack and opens it. There is bottled

and canned food. He smiles greedily holding a can in his

hand and then again surveys the area. A rifle is perched

against a tree stump.

Gabriel tentatively touches the barrel then runs his hand

over it. He looks around and picks up the gun then holds it

in an aimed position.

Gabriel is tapped on the back and accidentally fires the

rifle. The muzzle flashes in the night and the gun crack

rings through the forest.

He turns and sees Lucas. Their conversation is hushed.
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LUCAS

What the hell are you doing?

GABRIEL

Look what I found.

Gabriel points to the sack.

GABRIEL

Open that bag.

Lucas opens it and looks in, then back to Gabriel.

LUCAS

What do you have there?

Lucas gestures for Gabriel to hand over the gun, but Gabriel

holds it firmly at his chest.

GABRIEL

What does it look like?

LUCAS

Hmmm. Good find. But we should

leave.

The sound of gravel crunches. A MAN has walked up beside

them. He is The Liar.

The Man steps forward from the dark and reveals himself. He

wears all black. His face and hair are caked in dirt and he

shines a toothy grin.

MAN

Hello friends. I see you found my

camp.

Lucas whispers to Gabriel.

LUCAS

Shoot him.

Gabriel holds still pointing the gun at the man.

GABRIEL

We ain’t yer friends.

MAN

And why not? In a place like this a

man could afford a few friends.
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GABRIEL

Who are ya?

MAN

I am a wanderer.

GABRIEL

But what are you doin out here?

I’ve seen you following us for

days.

The man shrugs, smiling.

GABRIEL

Don’t smile at me. I’ll be real

honest my partner here wants me to

shoot ya. I’m thinkin he’s right.

MAN

You shouldn’t.

LUCAS

And why not!

MAN

How would you find your way out of

the woods?

The Man smiles and Gabriel and Lucas look to each other.

GABRIEL

What does that mean?

The Man continues smiling.

LUCAS

We’ll leave the same way we came.

MAN

If you think so.

GABRIEL

What are you trying to say?

MAN

You are lost. I saw that yesterday

and now you’ve only strayed farther

from the path.

LUCAS

We are not lost!
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MAN

Friend, if you weren’t lost you

wouldn’t be here.

Gabriel waves the gun to get attention.

GABRIEL

What’s yer point?

MAN

I have something of value. You’ve

taken my camp and there’s nothing I

can do about it. But I would like

to to keep my life.

Gabriel nods for him to continue.

MAN

I know this forest. I’ve lived here

my whole life. I could show you the

way.

LUCAS

Why would you help us?

MAN

I assume you plan to kill me either

way. But I would rather take my

chance on tomorrow.

GABRIEL

Where will you take us?

MAN

To Sutter Ridge. It’s the closest

town, about a day on foot. Only a

few miles west of the forest.

LUCAS

Shoot this man Gabriel. He is a

liar.

GABRIEL

Well you got us into this situation

Lucas. I don’t reckon you should be

making no more decisions. Anyways

it sounds like he’s describing the

same place you was.

LUCAS

Don’t be a fool.
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GABRIEL

I ain’t. Here’s what we’re gonna

do. Tonight this man lives. We’ll

rest here for the night and I’ll

stay awake to make sure he don’t

try anything funny. Tomorrow we see

if he keeps his word or else we

kill him.

Lucas shakes his head, dissatisfied.

LUCAS

This is a horrible idea.

Gabriel holds the rifle close to his chest and lets down the

hammer without firing.

GABRIEL

Well it’s what we’re doing.

MAN

Thank you. That sounds most

reasonable and kind.

Gabriel looks to Lucas.

EXT. CAMP - DAWN

The forest lies silent before the sun rises over the

horizon.

Gabriel sits holding the rifle. He watches the fire crackle.

There are a few empty tins of food beside him.

Lucas sleeps in the blankets and the Man lies on the ground

beside the fire.

The dull, beating sound from earlier begins again.

Gabriel looks to the sky then stands up and stretches. He

glances around the camp and the noise seems to be coming

from a specific direction.

EXT. FOREST NEAR CAMP - DAWN

Gabriel wanders a bit from the camp and the sound gets

louder. He continue away from the camp still checking on it

as he walks away.

As he ventures farther he investigates behind trees and

through the woods. Slowly the sound deadens and dissipates.
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Gabriel scratches his head. He looks around for a moment.

MAN

Gabriel.

The Man is behind him by about ten feet. Gabriel is

surprised and turns around quickly.

GABRIEL

Oh.

MAN

Beautiful morning isn’t it? I

wanted to extend my thanks again.

GABRIEL

You said it yourself. You have

somethin of value.

MAN

Yes.

The man looks out to the forest.

MAN

Tell me Gabriel. How did you manage

to travel this far off the path?

Gabriel is frustrated just thinking about it.

GABRIEL

Lucas and I were duckin out from

the law headin west through the

forest. Well we didn’t realize it

for a couple hours but his compass

was broke.

The Man nods.

GABRIEL

Next thing I know we can’t even

find our way back to the path.

Gabriel looks back to the camp and sees it is a distance

away.

GABRIEL

We should head back.

The two set back for the camp and walk and talk.
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MAN

Why were you traveling together?

GABRIEL

We have a sorta business

relationship.

MAN

He employs you?

GABRIEL

No. We’re partners.

MAN

I apologize. I assumed from the way

he spoke that he had some

authority.

GABRIEL

Well he doesn’t. He got us lost.

MAN

Indeed.

GABRIEL

We’ve been partners a few years.

Managed to get a good sum of money

together. Plan to live on it a

while, if we even get back.

MAN

What is the nature of your

business?

Gabriel looks around then chuckles to himself.

GABRIEL

Well I guess it don’t matter now

given our situation. We rob banks.

We were on our way to a hidden safe

house but got ran off the road.

MAN

I see.

The Man stops walking for a moment and gently touches

Gabriel’s shoulder. The Man speaks a bit quieter.

MAN

Gabriel. Pardon me for being

forward but it is only natural that

I advocate my own interests. I hope

you can understand.
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GABRIEL

Yeah fine.

Gabriel does not respond but continues listening.

MAN

It strikes me that there is

potential opportunity in our

meeting.

GABRIEL

Of what?

MAN

The money you spoke of. Is it

shared?

GABRIEL

Yeah.

MAN

Hasn’t Lucas risked your lives?

I’ve seen men lose themselves in

these woods. His actions were

reckless.

GABRIEL

I didn’t even want to come this way

to be honest.

MAN

He’s done you a wrong.

Gabriel thinks on this a moment.

GABRIEL

You’re right. After what he did I

deserve more.

MAN

Ah, the money. Yes, that does

strike me as fair.

Gabriel stops for a second and considers this.

GABRIEL

And what are you anglin?

MAN

Listen. Your friend wants to murder

me. But when I look at the

situation I don’t understand why.
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GABRIEL

He fears you. He won’t let anything

stand in his way.

MAN

But without my help you’ll never

leave the forest. You of course

have the gun. As I see it Lucas

offers little to our party.

Gabriel thinks to himself as they walk.

GABRIEL

I guess that’s true. We have been

partners for a while...

MAN

But does he respect your life?

Murder is not to be taken lightly

Gabriel. The lord would not look

favorably on it nor would any

judge. Yet if Lucas was simply left

behind.

Gabriel turns and spits.

MAN

Who can say? I do not care for

money. All I desire is my life. And

our supplies are limited. It will

take a few days before we reach

town.

GABRIEL

You said one day.

MAN

Did I? Listen, we’ll get there.

Just think. If your friend

disappeared, what would that mean

for you?

Gabriel stands thinking this carefully, then shakes it off.

GABRIEL

I’m not so sure.

The Man shrugs.

MAN

Then perhaps not. Just a

consideration.
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EXT. CAMP - DAY

Gabriel and the Man return to the camp. Lucas sits eating

from a can with a pewter spoon. Several empty cans sit

beside him. As the men approach he looks at them sheepishly.

LUCAS

There’s more in the bag.

GABRIEL

Just what are you doin.

LUCAS

Do not chide me.

MAN

Friends, please. Obviously Lucas

was hungry.

LUCAS

Don’t speak.

Gabriel looks into the woods.

GABRIEL

We need to get goin.

The Man gives Gabriel a look of acknowledgment from their

earlier conversation.

EXT. FOREST - LATER THAT DAY

The three men continue through the dense forest at a

distance. It is again as if they are being watched.

GABRIEL

I hope we get out of here soon. I’m

exhausted.

LUCAS

I can watch tonight.

Gabriel chuckles at him.

GABRIEL

I’ll manage.

The Man raises his arm ahead.

MAN

Look there.

He points to the path that they wandered off.
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GABRIEL

Yessir.

MAN

I told you.

LUCAS

We’ll see.

GABRIEL

I’m gonna take a look ahead.

Gabriel jogs ahead and Lucas walks beside the Man.

Gabriel reaches the path and looks around. It seems to be

the same place they wandered off from and extends as far as

he can see.

There is the sound of a metallic clink in the distance.

Lucas screams from behind him. Gabriel turns around and

finds Lucas on the ground. The Man kneels beside him trying

to help.

Gabriel walks towards them and shouts with his gun raised.

Lucas calls in pain.

LUCAS

I’m stuck!

GABRIEL

What happened?

MAN

Just a foothold trap. Rusted over

but he’ll be fine.

Gabriel walks up to the two men.

GABRIEL

You get cut?

LUCAS

I’ll be fine just get this off me!

The Man pulls the underside lever and the trap comes loose.

It is rusted and with jagged teeth. The Man pulls it away.

Lucas’ leg has been punctured on one side but the wound is

mild. His pants are torn and there is some blood.

Lucas looks his leg.
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LUCAS

Damn.

GABRIEL

Can you walk on it.

LUCAS

I’ll have to. Just a minute.

The man stands and looks to Gabriel with concern.

MAN

There are only a few hours left

before dark. At this pace it may

take longer than I anticipated.

Lucas stands. He is pained but starts limping his way to the

path.

LUCAS

Then let’s continue.

Gabriel and the man exchange another look then head towards

the path.

EXT. FOREST PATH - DUSK

The sun is setting. Gabriel gathers wood and brush. He walks

by himself.

EXT. CAMP FIRESIDE - DUSK

Slightly adjacent to the road Lucas and the Man have set up

a small camp similar to the one from the night before. There

is a small pit they have dug out for a fire with some brush

on it.

Lucas eats from one of the tins with his hands. The Man

stands leaning against a tree.

EXT. FOREST PATH - DUSK

Gabriel catches a bright shot of light from the sun and

raises his hand to cover his eyes. The sound from earlier

like the beating of a drum begins lightly.

A figure looking like a man dressed in black stands further.

He is just off the path.

Gabriel calls to the figure and waves at it.
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GABRIEL

Hey!

The ringing sound overpowers the sound of the natural

environment. The sound of fire crackles.

MAN (VO)

I’ve met one other man who passed

through this forest.. He was also

lost and asked me to help him find

the way.

Gabriel walks forward towards the figure.

MAN (VO)

He was well off but greedy. He

could never have enough. One night

he saw this forest in a dream

filled with wild treasures.

LUCAS (VO)

What kind of treasures.

Gabriel finally nears the figure but it seems to have

disappeared.

EXT. CAMP FIRESIDE - NIGHT

It is now night. The Man’s face is lit only by a camp fire.

MAN

As much gold as you can imagine. He

knew this was crazy but still found

himself thinking about it the next

day. He was discussing his dream at

the local tavern when two destitute

men approached him, individually,

and claimed the same vision. He

couldn’t pass up the opportunity.

The circumstances of it all seemed

too real.

Lucas and Gabriel also sit beside the fire.

LUCAS

Sounds like a fool to me.

The Man ignores the interruption.

MAN

His companions convinced him to

finance their trip and fees, and
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MAN
agreed to help him find this

treasure. Like you, he had come

with others. But by the time we met

he was the only one left.

GABRIEL

Of course there was no treasure.

The Man nods.

MAN

He was robbed and beaten and left

for dead. The night after he told

me his story and stayed with me.

The next morning I couldn’t find

him anywhere again. It was as if he

disappeared.

LUCAS

So what’s your point? This man was

an idiot and deserved to be robbed.

Or worse.

MAN

The most obvious choices are

misunderstood. Call it greed.

Superstition. Stupidity. It is

weakness. Weakness is where men

fail.

Gabriel and Lucas both stop and think for a moment on this.

GARIEL

And you never heard from him again?

The Man shakes his head. Gabriel thinks on this a bit

longer.

LUCAS

Well I’m going to sleep.

Lucas lies down on some of the blankets. A bit of time

passes.

GABRIEL

God I’m exhausted too.

The Man smiles.

MAN

I can stay up and watch for a

while.
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Gabriel chuckles at him condescendingly.

GABRIEL

I don’t think so.

They sit and wait for a moment. Lucas begins snoring. The

Man leans close to Gabriel and whispers to him.

MAN

Have you considered my suggestion

further?

Gabriel nervously looks to Lucas. He is definitely sleeping.

GABRIEL

It’s too risky.

MAN

We may not have another chance like

this evening. We could leave right

now. We are near the end of the

forest.

Gabriel seriously consider this for a moment.

GABRIEL

Not tonight.

The Man nods.

MAN

As you wish. Good night.

The Man lies down on the ground. Some more time passes.

Gabriel stands up and stretches. He creeps over to Lucas and

snatches the keys from his pocket. Then he slowly returns to

the tree he was resting against and sits down.

Gabriel is visibly exhausted and turns to the forest. This

fades to the darkness of the night.

EXT. CAMP FIRESIDE - DAY

Gabriel has fallen asleep sitting up against a tree. The

camp is gone. Only small remnants of the fire remain.

Gabriel starts to wake up and looks around then realizes he

has no rifle. He looks around the camp and sees no one. He

feels into his pocket and the keys still jingle.

Gabriel is shocked. He stands up and calls for Lucas. He

walks back to the path.
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EXT. FOREST PATH - DAY

Gabriel starts traveling down the path at a jog as he calls

for Lucas.

After running for several feet he looks to his left and sees

Lucas and the Man standing in the near distance.

GABRIEL

Lucas! What are you doin?

Lucas is silent. The Man turns to Lucas and they seem to

talk for a moment. Gabriel calls to them.

GABRIEL

Lucas you were right not to trust

him. He tried to convince me to

sabotage you. But I didn’t do it.

He’s a liar.

The Man leans in closer, whispering. Lucas raises the rifle.

Gabriel looks with fear now.

GABRIEL

What are you doin?

The gun fires and Gabriel is hit in the gut. Gabriel

observes the shot then falls over.

Lucas and the Man stand next to each other. The move up the

path where Gabriel is lying. Lucas limps. As they approach

the body Lucas looks down and it is obvious that Gabriel is

dead.

Lucas stands beside him for a moment and blood drips down

his leg from where he was cut by the trap. It forms a small

pool of blood.

The men continue down the forest path. Lucas still limps.

Ahead the forest is brightly lit where there seems to be an

exit.

MAN

There it is.

Lucas smiles and laughs to himself. He reaches down to his

leg and there is still some fresh caked blood over his dark

pants. He pulls his hand up with a little blood.

GABRIEL

Just in time. I need to see a

doctor for this wound.
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Suddenly the beating sound from the woods begins again.

Lucas hears it. An indistinguishable figure seems to be

walking beside them in the forest.

LUCAS

What is that?

The Man speaks to him in almost a whisper.

MAN

You have the gun. I’ll wait back

here.

Lucas sneers at him then continues forwards to get a better

look. He holds the rifle up and limps on. Suddenly the

beating sound dissipates and the figure has seemed to

disappear. Lucas turns around to the Man.

LUCAS

Do you still see it?

There is no response. Lucas walks back to the path and the

Man is gone. Lucas calls but there is no response. He shrugs

and heads down the path.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE FOREST - DAY

Lucas finally walks outside of the forest and looks to the

open sky. He celebrates joyously.

After a few moments he reaches his hand into his pocket and

his face drops. He realizes that he doesn’t have the keys.

After a second of panic a thought occurs to him.

LUCAS

Gabriel.

Lucas looks back into the forest. After a moment of

consideration Lucas runs with his limp down the path.

EXT. FOREST PATH - DAY

Lucas runs down the path to about where he shot Gabriel. He

runs off the path into the forest, looking for him.
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EXT. DENSE FOREST - DAY

He continues running around and searching for him but can’t

find the body. Finally, exhausted, Lucas stops and rests

against a tree. He nearly cries from frustration. Then he

looks around and gathers his wits.

Lucas refocuses and tries to head back the way he came but

cannot see either the exit of the forest or the path. He

starts moving in panic again, and winces from the pain of

his leg.

The sound of the beating drums begins again and now Lucas

can hear it. He turns his head and looks and the forest

extends as far as he can see.

THE END


